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EMF Health Risk Effects and Dosimetry

Late Ventricular Potentials in Workers Exposed to VHF Electromagnetic Fields
(EMF)
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Abstract: External or internal EMF may ffict heart
function by a direct action on the electrical system of the
heart. One of the methods used

for

assessment of the electric

instability of the heart is based on the late ventricular
potentials analysis The examinations were carried out in 40
workers of I0 Radio-services (exposed group). The control
group consisted of 42 non-qposed workers of 4 Radio Link
Stations. The workers had the following performed: general
medical examination, resting and 24-h ECG and signal

weraged ECG. The acamined groups did not diffe,
significantly in the percentage of subjects with diagnosed
LVP. Our analysis revealed, however, that the duration of the

final fragment of 40 mV averaged QRS complex

(QRS_40)

was significantly shorter in the exposed group than in the
controls (p:0.01 6).

installed

in highly inaccessible locations and that

the

radiation beams run high above the ground, the workers
the RLS are free from being exposed.

of

The data from the medical examinations and interviews
indicate that the exposed goup did not differ significantly in
the level of physical fibress, dietary intake and the smoking
habit. They differed only in alcohol consumption (which was

higher in the control group). Its possible influence on the
results of the study was eliminated by statistical methods.
Characteristics of the examined groups are displayed in
Table 1.
Table 1: Characteristics ofthe
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The biological and health effects of exposure to weak
radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (EMF) are presently
a problem of high concern due to the common use of mobile
radio-communication devices e.g. cellular phones. The
activity of such EMF poses a hazard for individuals with
implanted cardiac pacemakers, which indicates that they
may exert a more general effect on the function of the
cardiac conduction system [1]. External or internal EMF
may affect heart function by a direct action on the electrical
system of the heart muscle l2l. One of the methods used for
assessment of the electric instability of the heart is based on
the late ventricular potentials analysis. This method has so
far been performed in patients with various cardiovascular
diseases [3]. In subjects exposed to electromagnetic fields,
LVP analysis might also be very useful.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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The workers had the following performed:
general medical examination,
resting ECG and signal averaged ECG,
24-h ECG monitoring.

.
.
c

The Medea-LVP system (Gliwice-Poland) was used for
the assessment of late ventricular potentials. The recordings

were performed from three orthogonal
The examinations were carried out in:
c 40 workers of l0 Radio-services (R-S) - exposed group.

Mobile radio-communication network requires permanent
technical supervision; its users organize special Radioservice units. During the service operations undesirable
EMF are generated by unscreened transmiffers, improper

Table 2: CnteÅafor identification of late ventricular

MHz.
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according to Frank. The signal was amplified and the vector
value of the signal was calculated after it had been averaged
and filtered by a 25-250 Hz or a 40-250 Hz bidirectional
filter. 0.5 Hz was assumed to be the admissible noise level.

tuning instruments, transmitting-receiving antennas installed
in the service-rooms. The R-S workers under study were
exposed to EMF at the frequencies varying from 150-170

o 42 workers of 4 Radio Link Stations (RLS) - control
group. RLS are the elements of a telecommunication system in which signals are transmitted using electromagnetic
waves focused into very row beams by directional (mostly
parabolic) antennas. Owing to the fact that the antennas are

16 (38%)

Simson-filter
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The following three parameters were evaluated:
o duration of the averaged QRS complex (QRS),
. maximum amplitude of the final 40 ms of the averaged
QRS complex (RMS_QRS),
o duration of the final fragment of 40 mV averaged QRS
complex (QRS_40).
Depending on the filter used Simson, Gomes, Kuchar or
Denes interpretations were used (table 2).

EXPOSURE EXAMINATION
For each worker the exposure to EMF (maximum daily
exposure level and dose per workshift) was assessed. The
daily dose was calculated from a series of measurements of
partial doses recorded at routine tasks performed by wor-

kers during the workshift. For the

measurements

HOLADAY measuring set (Holaday Ind. USA) and MEHla meter (Technical University, Wroclaw, Poland) were
applied.

controls or data on LVP in healthy people [8]. No increase
of the incidence of heart rate disorders is found in the 24-h
ECG in the exposed group. This may indicate that exposure
to 150-170 MHz EMF does not increase the risk of lifethreatening ventricular anhythmia. However, the duration of
QRS_40 was shorter in subjects exposed to EMF 150-170

MHz than in control goup. This confinns our previous
observation that EMF may cause myocardial conduction
impairments in exposed subjects. The kind of disorders
differed depending on EMF frequency. In individuals
exposed to 50 Hz EMF, it was found that RMS_QRS was
significantly higher than in the control goup [9], whereas in
workers exposed to medium frequency EMF duration of QRS
was significantly shorter in comparison with controls. For the
time being it is difficult to explain the mechanism of these
differences and their significance for human health. The
changes observed in LVP parameters seem to be related to
disorders of neurovegetative regulation in people exposed to

EMF

[0].

Prospective studies are required to explain the

prognostic value of these observations.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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RESULTS

Our analysis revealed, that the QRS_40 value was
significantly lower (p:0.016) in the exposed group than in
the controls (table 3).
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